TROUSER SPECIFICATIONS -- High Rise

1. GENERAL

   NOTE: Construction specifications for High Rise trousers are to be the same as for Regular Rise trousers with the following exceptions:

   a. High Rise trousers are to be constructed with a continuous tailored waistband.

   b. Omit belt loops.

   c. Pockets may be either at the hip, or at the inside front of the waistband as a wallet sized FOB pocket, as specified in the Styling Specifications.

   d. High rise trousers are to be approximately 3" higher than a regular rise. Seat darts are to be approximately 10" on length.

   e. There are to be two bartacks at the base of the "V" opening at the top of the center back seam. The "V" opening extends down approximately 1" and is to be in all high rise trousers to allow for stomach area expansion while seated. (see illustration #1)

   f. The waistband curtain on the high rise trousers is to be 4" wide instead of 3" as used on the regular rise.